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When power is suspended or restored during
typhoons
When severe flooding occurs in low-lying areas during typhoons, CEM
may need to suspend power supply. We will announce in 5 stages via
CEM’s website, Facebook page and WeChat: 1) alert as a reminder to get
prepared; 2) warning of power suspension measures to be taken soon; 3)
power suspended; 4) power restoration started; 5) power fully restored.

Supporting Services
during Typhoon

CEM WeChat

You can bind electricity bill or eService account in CEM WeChat (Chinese
only) or register for Building Subscription service to receive push messages.
Scan the QR codes now for binding or subscribing!

Don’t miss our green lifestyle activities
We are gearing up to launch a series of activities for the
second half of the year that promote green lifestyle. A wide
variety of choices include electric cooking class, green
workshop, photography course, children reading club etc.
Like our Facebook page or follow our WeChat to stay tuned!

Smart Tips
The benefits of using smart power strip
• It can be set to turn off at an assigned time;
• It shuts off power to devices that go into standby mode;
• It can group several outlets, turning all of them on or off at the same time;
• It is fitted with motion detectors, cutting off the power if no movement is
detected;
• It saves on your bills and protects the environment.
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